
  
Savage and PostPanic present the first ever Prague edition of the 
PanicRoom on the evening of Thursday May 25th 2017.  
  
The PanicRoom is a bi-annual inspiration night created, curated and 
hosted by PostPanic  
http://www.lovesavage.tv/directors/savage-europe/postpanic/ 
PostPanic is a Dutch filmmaking, design, and VFX collective—a visual 
dream team capable of anything and everything. Their distinctive 
style’s nucleus is a shared passion for live action, motion graphics, 
visual effects, and 2D/3D animation. Their unified vision and 
unparalleled versatility allows PostPanic to not only imagine what 
others can’t, but to fully execute the impossible completely in-house. 
 
First launched back in 2009, The PanicRoom is PostPanic’s way of 
bringing together like-minded souls to find out what makes 
extraordinary creatives tick.  
Savage has been a supporter of this initiative for many years and it is 
only logical that 2017 finally sees the first edition of PanicRoom in our 
home base – in Prague.  
The event will feature 3 specially invited speakers, chosen by 
Savage/PostPanic team because of their inspirational work, regardless 
of whether they are actual business competitors of ours or not. This is 
because the aim of the PanicRoom is to share the subjects and people 
we all find fascinating - it’s not a showcase and it’s not about 
wheeling and dealing. Each speaker has maximum 30 minutes to share 
what’s currently making them tick, be it youtube clips, books, LP 
covers, photography, food, porn - anything goes. 
 
The confirmed speakers for Prague’s edition are Johnny Hardstaff 
(UK, http://www.johnnyhardstaff.com/) and Jamie James Medina (US, 
http://postpanic.net/pp/directors/jjmedina.html).  
The third speaker’s name will be revealed in 2 weeks.  
 
Host: Mischa Rozema (co-founder, director and Creative Director @ 
PostPanic. Amsterdam) 
  
The event will be held between 7 pm and midnight at Tovarna, in 
Delnicka, 63. Prague 7, Holesovice.  
May 25th, Thursday.  
  
Drinks and dancing will follow once we all feel inspired enough by the 
talks. Though we don’t mind you listening with a drink in your hand!  
 


